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March 28, 2012 | New Illustration | by  Jacquie |

Adelaide artist Yanni Floros creates charcoal drawings so vivid, you’d be forgiven
for thinking they’re simply photos from the latest urban fashion campaign. Floros’s
appreciation of detail and fascination with humanity’s relationship with technology
translates into images of mysterious, aloof, yet captivating women. 

Janay Everett attended the School of Visual Arts in
New York before moving to Atlanta where she
earned a bachelors degree in fine arts from the
Atlanta College of Art. Her artwork is influenced by
abstract expressionism. As she notes, she likes to
‘focus more on the process rather than on the
finished product’. Read more

Thanks to our friends at
Tourism Wellington,
we're giving away some
Kiwi goodies to the best
answers to this question:
What are the first words
you think of when you think
of Wellington? Enter here!

Our friends at Durex
have just launched a global
contest that will give one
young designer the chance
to have their original
artwork printed on the new
Durex condom pack and
sold around the world.
Enter your design or
vote for your favourite
here!

New Illustration /Hyper-realistic charcoal illustrations by Yanni
Floros
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I love the rock and roll! I love the sheer coarseness
of it all, the sweet rambling mayhem that a standard
guitar set-up and Marshall amps stacked to the roof
can generate. The audacity of it. Read more

When it comes to being a hipster, Australian Patrick
ticks all the boxes. For all his hipster tendencies,
Patrick is actually really nice. Which is why our
friends at Air New Zealand wanted to change his
mind about New Zealand. To do that they took him
to the capital of Kiwi hipsterdom. 

Inspired by the aesthetics
of architecture and graphic
design, FAQ Clothing has
a post-modern approach to
design. Each collection is
based on a conceptual
theme: ranging from
vintage comics to lunar
phases. FAQ works with no
boundaries, nor rules,
which makes for a
compelling line. Check out
more FAQ products in the
Lost At E Minor store.

Read more
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TweetTweet 23 133Like 6 Pin It 0

Tagged: Adelaide artist, Yanni Floros

------- 
This post was written by a Lost At E Minor reader. Share your cultural finds with our
readers too! 
-------

Nice doodle. That's a photorealistic line drawing of a cat riding a
bicycle, right? You should sign up for our free email newsletter.

Also by CONTRIBUTIONS

eBoy creates a new pixel city for your wall at Blik

There’s a new pixel city at Blik: New York eC ity. Fans familiar with
eBoy’s artwork will recognize the zany cast of characters of
superheroes, headless zombies, construction workers and an
unexplainable giant cigar stand. New York eC ity decals are based on
eBoy’s popular New York poster and incorporate some of the exact
elements used to build their detailed cityscapes. Made with Blik Re-
Stik, the movable city scenes can change as quickly as the real New
York. Read more

Latokyo: a new track by Rialto rap artist AJG

AJG is an independent rap artist from Rialto, California, who has been
rapping for almost seven years. He directs all his music videos and
has recently put out a music video entitled Latokyo, which showcases
an independent clothing line of the same name. He has worked with

The Danes are renowned for their considered and
subtle design. However, in these times of change,
they must feel they need something with this
selection of a bridge building as the winner of a
recent architectural competition in Denmark. The
American architect Steven Holl designed this
building with a pedestrian bridge that links two sides
of the harbour in the distinctly low-rise Copenhagen.

Read more

Our celebrity-saturated culture makes many of us
irrationally hateful of the faces we see on our TV
screens and magazine pages. Good thing there’s
Celebrity PunchOut to let off some of that steam.

David Holmes’ fourth solo album has been a long
time in the making. The man who is best known for
his scoring of films such as Ocean’s 11, 12 and 13,
and remixing for bands like U2 and The Manic Street
Preachers, took just over ten years to make his
latest album. Read more
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an independent clothing line of the same name. He has worked with
Ace Hood and has opened up for KRS-One. He currently has 2
mixtapes out: Do This and Free Mason, both of which can be
downloaded for free.

Swim with the JellyFish off the island of Eil Malk

On the tiny, uninhabited island of Eil Malk, in Southern Palau, there is
a small lake which would otherwise be rather insignificant if it wasn’t
for the millions of jellyfish inhabiting its waters. The lake has aptly
become known as Jellyfish Lake and is open for tourism.

Read more

YOU'RE SAYING (0)

No comments yet.

HAVE YOUR SAY

Enter your comments here...

Please be sure to enter your name and email before submitting this comment.
Please also refer to our comments policy. This recent photo series by Joshua Scott combines

gang sign stacking with cutting edge jewelry brands,
nOir and Bijules. Who needs brass knuckles when
you’ve got this much swag on your fists. Stack signs
and represent your set with metal and mesh.

Read more
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Fashematics
Mathematics? Leave me out.
Fashematics? Now you’re talking! This
gem of a site is a runway equation
that adds up to a whole lot of
wonderful.

Baltimore Mural by Josh Van
Horne
My friend Josh Van Horne, a local
Baltimore artist, did this amazing
mural in our neighborhood that depicts
the history of this warehouse-laden
area.

Matthew Dear’s Black City album
totem
Our friends at Ghostly International
are releasing Matthew Dear’s Black
C ity album as a limited edition ‘totem’.
A what? A totem – a limited edition
metal bar used to access a private
music chamber. Cool! Read more

Jose Manuel Hortelano-Pi
How ’bout this Jose Manuel Hortelano-
Pi guy, huh? Quite the illustrator,
yessiree Bob. From Spain, too. Spain
is great! Read more

Disorder Disorder in Sydney
Pitched as ‘Ulterior Motives in
Contemporary Art’, Disorder Disorder
is running until November 14 at
Penrith Regional Gallery. It’ll be well
worth the trip out west of Sydney: the
Australian, Japanese, American and
European cast reads like a warriors of
street art roundup and includes Mike
Giant, Ed Templeton, Anthony Lister
[artwork above], Ozzie Wright, and
Jonathan Zawada. Read more

Émilie Simon — Ballad of
the Big Machine

BOBBY — Sore Spores

Delay Trees —
Tarantula/Holding On

Fixers — Crystal
(Memory Tapes remix)

German Error Message
— Reaching Out

Hospital Ships — Love or
Death

Marianne Faithful — Why
Did We Have To Part?

Matt Bauer — Blacklight
Horses

Mothers of Gut — Wizard
Tree

Pearl and the Beard —
Sweetness

Skull Tape — Trans
Anthro

Sunshine Factory —
Lower Away (unplugged)

Tiger Bones – Kill Them

Vandaveer — Dig Down
Deep

World's End Girlfriend —
Les Enfants du Paradis

To download songs, right
click on link and select
“Save Target As” in IE or
“Save Link As” in Firefox.
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Aggressive Ring

Another Karma t shirt

Bizarre Food t shirt

Ceramic Coffee Cups by
Lwnski

Flip the Bird necklace

Fresh Flowers by
Itunube

Gift Ring

Half Moon earrings

Honeymoon Fragrance
by Stephanie Simek

Junior Massive Vinyl Art
t shirt series

LANDCARPET
Netherlands

Sponge Stud earrings

Tote Bag by House of
Things

Vs Mittens
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Consulting
We work with brands,
publishers and agencies to
develop strong content and
beautiful engaging
websites. Talk to us about
partnering up on your web
projects.
iPhone Apps
We design stylish, flexible,
custom-branded iPhone
apps for publishers.
Online Services
We use Rackspace C loud
hosting. Our online store is
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DISCOVER MORE SO...
SEARCH: Can't find what you're looking for? Do a search..

Search here  

IS IT GOOD FOR YOU TOO?

We hope you're enjoying your time on Lost At E Minor, but it's not over yet. Got
something to share? Tell us about it and we'll look to publish it. If you want to
have your work featured on the site, we'd love to hear from you. Pssst, we
also have an online store stocking some of the goodies we feature on the site.

If you're a media agency and want to use this platform to connect with our
readership, then drop us a line and tell us about it. Oh yeah, and we do
digital consulting for cool brands that want to reach the sort of demographic
that visits this site.
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